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Background: Research has shown that accurate and timely communication between 
  multidisciplinary clinicians involved in the care of complex and chronic health conditions is 
often challenging. The domain knowledge for these conditions is heterogeneous, with poorly 
  categorized, unstructured, and inconsistent clinical vocabulary. The potential of boundary object 
as a technique to bridge communication gaps is explored in this study.
Methods: A standardized and controlled clinical vocabulary was developed as a boundary 
object in the domain of a complex and chronic health condition, namely, multiple chemical 
sensitivity, to improve communication among multidisciplinary clinicians. A convenience 
sample of 100 patients with a diagnosis of multiple chemical sensitivity, nine multidisciplinary 
clinicians involved in the care of patients with multiple chemical sensitivity, and 36 clinicians 
in the community participated in the study.
Results: Eighty-two percent of the multidisciplinary and inconsistent vocabulary was 
  standardized using the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED® 
CT as a reference terminology. Over 80% of the multidisciplinary clinicians agreed on the overall 
usefulness of having a controlled vocabulary as a boundary object. Over 65% of clinicians in 
the community agreed on the overall usefulness of the vocabulary.
Conclusion: The results from this study are promising and will be further evaluated in the 
domain of another complex chronic condition, ie, chronic pain. The study was conducted as a pre-
liminary analysis for developing a boundary object in a heterogeneous domain of knowledge.
Keywords: multidisciplinary care, complex and chronic conditions, multiple chemical 
  sensitivity, boundary objects
Introduction
There is growing evidence to demonstrate the importance of multidisciplinary care 
management of complex chronic conditions.1–6 Complex conditions considered in 
this research include those that do not have standardized treatment strategies or 
clinical practice guidelines.7–9 There is evidence to show that accurate and timely 
communication among multidisciplinary care teams is a key ingredient for delivering 
seamless care to patients with these health conditions.10 Studies have established the 
  consequences of poor communication among multidisciplinary care providers, resulting 
in poor care experiences for patients, repetitive medical tests, and medical errors.11–14 
There are many challenges to effective communication among multiple disciplines. Journal of Multidisciplinary Healthcare 2011:4 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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These include poorly categorized domain knowledge, and 
unstructured, multidisciplinary, and fragmented clinical 
documentation (Figure 1).
Furthermore, the domain knowledge is unstable/dynamic, 
with new knowledge continuing to evolve based on evidence 
and among domain experts. Complex health conditions 
can thus be viewed as heterogeneous knowledge systems. 
Organizing the domain knowledge, building consistency, 
enabling shared communication for clinicians, and seman-
tic interoperability may be a significant challenge for these 
conditions. The objective of this research was to address 
some of these challenges and to develop a preliminary layer 
of consistency and standardization, with the global intent of 
improving collaborative work for these conditions.
Boundary objects in heterogeneous 
domains
Challenges related to collaborative work are poorly cat-
egorized, and unstable domains have been explored in the 
literature. In an observational study, Hayword and Kinti15,16 
discussed the challenges of a multidisciplinary team, work-
ing with cutting edge technology to develop a prototype for 
digital mammography. The authors describe the nature of the 
collaborative work as being characterized by high levels of 
uncertainty, tension, and conflict. In an extension to this work, 
they assessed the work of such specialized collaborations as 
being additionally challenging, due to the goal of activity 
either not being given or being poorly defined. However, 
they also emphasized the importance of experts continu-
ing to work with poorly defined problems and the need for 
enhancing communication among experts. A study by Fong 
et al17 in the context of designing projects for military work 
described the advantages of seeing a common vision in the 
design stages of the project to facilitate the building of the 
right type of knowledge. They describe the struggle of two 
groups that start with different visions to achieve the same 
goal and demonstrate how having a common vision to achieve 
the goal helps build the right type of bridge to close the com-
munication gap during the design phase itself. Engeström18 
stated in a study about collaborative work for communities 
where knowledge continues to evolve:
“There is a new generation of expertise around, not based 
on supreme and supposedly stable individual knowledge 
and ability but on the capacity of working communities 
to cross boundaries, negotiate and improvise ‘knots’ of 
  collaboration in meeting constantly changing challenges 
and reshaping their own activities”.
In other words, experts not only have to work with chang-
ing knowledge but may have to incorporate changes in their 
workflow to accommodate the new knowledge.
Studies have also discussed the need to identify methods 
to improve communication among health care providers in 
order to enhance the collaborative environment.19,20 As stated 
by Hayward and Kinti,15 there is a need to address commu-
nication among the care providers, who are domain experts 
working with constantly emerging knowledge on lesser known 
health conditions. There is also a need, as stated by Fong et al,17 
to build a common understanding at the early stages of this 
collaboration, so that the collective knowledge can build in 
a consistent and stable manner, regardless of the extent of 
heterogeneity that exists in the domain. However, there is a 
paucity of research on the exploration of methods to improve 
communication in poorly categorized and unstable domains.
A promising and emerging area addressing communica-
tion gaps in collaborative work is on boundary objects.21 
There is some predominantly theoretical research in the 
literature discussing the potential of boundary objects in 
shared work or identifying possible boundary objects in use 
in collaborative work.22–30 There is limited research in the 
application of boundary objects in health care,31–35 and fewer 
still for complex chronic conditions.35,36 Paterson35 explored 
the use of a boundary object in the management of chronic 
kidney disease. This study assumed a stable domain and 
developed the boundary object, which was the discharge 
summary based on information from a single patient. Fewer 
studies have explored the potential of boundary objects in 
a heterogeneous knowledge domain. A study by Lin et al36 
examines the potential of developing a boundary object to 
improve communication among a group of mental health 
professionals by using an ontology approach. This study 
outlines the importance and the challenges of building 
ontologies in heterogeneous knowledge systems. The primary 
interaction in that study is between a domain expert and an 
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ontology engineer. The study highlights the challenges that 
exist in the knowledge capture for a domain that has obscure 
definitions, unstructured data, inconsistent use of vocabulary 
and assessment scales, and emerging knowledge with time. 
Despite these challenges, the authors identify the need to 
enable the domain knowledge in a machine retrievable format 
to facilitate efficient information retrieval. The study identi-
fies the importance of developing structure and consistency 
in such situations as a preliminary step to developing the 
domain ontology.
As outlined by Lin et al, in order to develop boundary 
objects in heterogeneous domains, it is essential to initiate a 
preliminary layer of organization prior to developing bound-
ary objects. Clinical documentation is the primary method of 
communication and collaboration among multidisciplinary 
care providers. In this study, a standardized and controlled 
vocabulary is explored as a boundary object to develop a 
preliminary layer of stabilization and understanding among 
care providers.
controlled vocabulary as a boundary 
object
Controlled vocabularies are gaining popularity as a way 
of enabling shared understanding of disease concepts in 
  collaborative care management. A controlled vocabulary 
can be defined as “a list of terms or phrases” that is routinely 
used by multiple users in a domain of knowledge. Explora-
tion of using a controlled vocabulary as a boundary object 
to improve collaboration in heterogeneous or emerging 
knowledge systems, such as for complex health conditions, 
is limited. Most of the research presented in the literature has 
developed controlled vocabularies from well-outlined and 
well-defined health conditions with homogeneous or stable 
domain knowledge.37–40
There is limited research on developing boundary objects 
for complex health conditions. In a hypothetical study by 
Araújo,31 the potential for use of common symptom termi-
nologies as mediating or boundary objects to integrate the 
work among professionals dealing with fibromyalgia and 
somatic functional syndromes was discussed. The authors 
concluded that identifying mediating objects and using them 
consistently can create a shared understanding in the manage-
ment of conditions such as fibromyalgia.
Paterson35 studied the potential value of a controlled 
vocabulary as a boundary object in the management of 
a chronic kidney condition, whereby a text corpus was 
  created by manually and automatically retrieving commonly 
used terms in a patient chart. The terms and concepts were 
mapped to Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine –   Clinical 
Terms (SNOMED® CT)41 using a browser. The discharge 
summary data were standardized to unique Unified Medical 
Language System® identifiers. Trainees tested the vocabu-
lary using the information for the same patient. The trainees 
could insert information in three ways, ie, by typing into a 
text box, by choosing from a menu option, or by selecting 
entries from a lookup file. The discharge summary was then 
saved in an XML (extensible markup language) format. This 
study did not consider unstructured data inserted by trainees. 
The author advocates a proposed evaluation phase of the 
vocabulary by nurses, physicians, and other clinicians, but the 
details and results of this evaluation are not available at the 
present time. However, an assumption of this study was that 
the domain knowledge is homogeneous, and a single patient 
chart was used to develop the controlled vocabulary.
Methodology of development of controlled 
vocabulary in a heterogeneous domain
Goal and purpose
Certain methodological issues in the development of 
controlled vocabularies raised by Mai42 and Helena and 
Christoph43 are important for heterogeneous and   emerging 
knowledge bases. In the discussion paper by Mai,42 the 
author outlines the importance of the goals and usage of 
the   pragmatic approach as being the most important aspect in 
the creation of vocabularies to match users’ needs. This result 
follows from a line of thinking that argues that a controlled 
vocabulary “is always required for a [specific] purpose, and 
why a consideration of that purpose is the most important 
part of the methodology of information science”.44
In a study by Helena and Christoph,43 knowledge inte-
gration among multiple users in data warehouse projects 
was examined. The challenge of nonmembers of language 
communities and access to the boundary object was brought 
to the forefront. The authors suggest that alignment of the 
community’s terminology to the common goal is essential 
for the viability of the boundary object.
Edman et al45 have made a theoretical proposal for the 
enhancement of communication between a Swedish design 
company and its users in the early phases of development to 
ensure success of implementation. They propose three main 
phases in their theoretical methodology, ie, mapping out   existing 
methods, patterns, and situations used by leading practitioners, 
experiments in order to develop improved design methods for 
user involvement in service innovation, and reflections around 
these two phases in order to find theoretical patterns for global 
level inference and transference of knowledge.Journal of Multidisciplinary Healthcare 2011:4 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Pragmatic layer of knowledge
Carlile’s rules,30 followed by boundary objects, ie, syntactic, 
semantic, and pragmatic, are of relevance and importance 
in building consistency in heterogeneous systems. The 
  following are the four rules for boundary objects proposed 
by Carlile:
•	 Establishes some shared language/syntax for representing 
each other’s knowledge (syntactic)
•	 Provides individuals with a concrete means of specifying 
their differences and dependencies (semantic)
•	 Facilitates individuals in negotiating and transform-
ing their knowledge in order to create new knowledge 
(pragmatic)
•	 Supports an iterative approach whereby individuals 
get better at representing, specifying, and transforming 
knowledge.
From the above discussion, we propose that in developing 
a controlled vocabulary in a heterogeneous and emerging 
knowledge domain, Carlile’s rules of syntactic, semantic, 
and pragmatic layers should be established, and domain 
users should be engaged in the process of development and 
evaluation of the vocabulary.
The four rules described by Carlile are important in the 
context of meeting the needs of knowledge communities that 
use the boundary objects. For instance, a group of experts in 
the management of a certain medical condition can   create a 
repository of terms at a syntactic level to describe the profile 
characteristics of patients, such as fatigue, shortness of breath 
on exertion, or food sensitivities facilitating shared understand-
ing in the group. The group can also create a “shared meaning” 
at a semantic level for the terms, facilitating translation of the 
terms for multidisciplinary clinicians, such as “fatigue” mean-
ing low energy or tiredness. In addition, the group can develop 
a pragmatic layer facilitating knowledge transformation in the 
form of boundary objects using standardized terminologies, 
such as SNOMED CT, that can be understood and interpreted 
by a larger audience. The term “fatigue” can be described 
with a SNOMED CT concept ID of 84229001 as an energy 
and stamina finding, with synonyms being tiredness and 
weariness. This allows different groups to share, translate, and 
transform knowledge at the boundary level. Carlile proposed 
that pragmatic boundaries can facilitate interactions among 
social groups that goes beyond mere translation.
User involvement
Few studies have attempted to develop boundary objects with 
the goal of addressing specific user needs or engaged users 
in a feedback process. One such study is a white paper34 in 
which improvements in the collaborative functioning of 
multiple departments of a hospital was investigated through 
the use of a boundary object. A problem response form 
known as the A3 report was used to integrate the operations 
of various departments. The A3 report was adapted from a 
report   created for Toyota Motor Company in the problem 
report and solution process among various departments 
so they could collectively understand how they impacted 
each other’s work. This study used interviews with the 
  stakeholders to evaluate the contents of the report,   created 
a feedback tool to evaluate the usefulness of the report, and 
validated it in a pilot study. Feedback was obtained from the 
users about the usability, knowledge integration, and com-
municability of the tool. The feedback showed higher scores 
for usability and communicability subscales versus knowl-
edge integration. This study demonstrated the importance of 
user engagement and feedback during the earlier phases of 
implementation to promote the use of new technologies or 
processes that are important for collaborative work.
Methods
Objectives
The broad objective of this research was to develop a 
  methodology to convert an inconsistent and multidisciplinary 
clinical vocabulary into a standardized and controlled vocab-
ulary that can serve as a boundary object in the collaborative 
care management of a complex health condition (Figure 2). 
The more specific objective was to address the gaps in care 
that can occur when clinicians from various disciplines 
of care, such as physicians, nurses,   psychologists, physio-
therapists, and occupational therapists have to communicate. 
The clinical vocabulary was found to be inconsistent and 
  multidisciplinary. A controlled and standardized vocabulary 
was explored as a mediating ground for clinicians involved 
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in patient care. In this study, the feedback from experts in the 
field and other clinicians in the community who are routinely 
involved in the care of patients with multiple chemical sensi-
tivity was sought to ascertain the usefulness of the vocabulary 
as a boundary object in collaborative work.
Study population
A controlled vocabulary was developed as a boundary object 
in the patient profile domain of a complex, chronic health 
condition, ie, multiple chemical sensitivity. Multiple chemical 
sensitivity2,46 is a chronic condition affecting multiple body sys-
tems, with patients experiencing symptoms in multiple areas of 
health focus and requiring a multidisciplinary care management 
approach. Many disciplines, including physicians, nurses, 
psychologists, and occupational therapists are typically involved 
in the care of patients. This health condition was selected 
because it fulfills the criteria for a heterogeneous domain with 
a poorly categorized and unstable domain of knowledge. A 
pragmatic approach was adopted in the development of the 
controlled vocabulary.30 The design of the controlled vocabulary 
is in keeping with the users’ activities, needs, and demands.42 
SNOMED CT was selected as the reference terminology for 
standardization of concepts in the controlled vocabulary due 
to the   availability of extensive concepts as described in the 
literature,47–53 excellent coverage of complex clinical concepts 
for many health conditions, and the indication of preference 
over other terminologies in the literature.
Study design
The methodology for the study included the following key 
phases: identification of the knowledge that exists in the 
domain by a retrospective chart audit process; standardization 
of vocabulary identified in the domain; user feedback on the 
chart audit and standardized terms; and, finally, user evalua-
tion of the standardized and controlled vocabulary.
A convenience sample of patients and clinicians partici-
pated in the study. The study received ethical approval from the 
Health Authority Ethics Board. The study   methodology com-
prised of retrieving the essential terminologies through a chart 
audit process and standardization using SNOMED CT. The 
multidisciplinary clinicians (domain experts) were involved 
from the initial phase of   development in reviewing the chart 
audit terms and the standardized terms for accuracy and 
completeness. The domain experts and clinicians in the com-
munity (experts and nonexperts) reviewed the usefulness of 
the controlled vocabulary for the improvement of the collab-
orative care environment by facilitating a better understanding 
of the language and of the health condition. Figure 3 shows 
an expanded view of the schematic of methodology used in 
the creation of the controlled vocabulary.
The development of the controlled vocabulary included 
the following phases: a retrospective audit of patient charts, 
interviews with experts, standardization of vocabulary, 
  testing, and evaluation of the vocabulary by users and end 
users, as shown in Figure 3.
Syntactic layer: retrieving terminologies  
in use by retrospective chart audit
A sample size of 100 patient charts was selected to account 
for the heterogeneity in the knowledge base. One hundred 
patients with a diagnosis of multiple chemical   sensitivity 
were approached for participation. Patient charts were audited 
to create a text corpus of commonly occurring clinical 
terminologies and themes used by the multidisciplinary team 
of clinicians in describing the profile of a patient. The key 
intake documents in the patient charts used by the multidisci-
plinary clinicians were reviewed in the categorization of patient 
profiles. A database of commonly occurring terminologies 
was created. The frequency of occurrence of a term in the 
100 patient charts was compiled in the form of a percentage and 
its importance in patient profile categorization was determined. 
The terminologies were grouped by areas of health focus, medi-
cal, psychosocial, physical, rehabilitation, and nutrition.
Semantic layer of knowledge: 
standardizing terminologies using 
SnOMeD cT
SNOMED CT was used as the reference terminology to 
standardize the chart audit terms. A manual mapping process 
SNOMED CT
Patient
charts
Multidisciplinary
team disscussion and
assessments
Old vocabulary
New and
standardized vocabulary
Boundary object
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was used in this study in which each source term (chart 
audit term) was searched using a SNOMED CT browser, 
ie, CLINICLUE.54 The terms were grouped under exact 
match, synonyms, or no match terms.
The multidisciplinary clinicians involved in the manage-
ment of multiple chemical sensitivity participated in review-
ing the concepts retrieved in the patient profile domain during 
the chart audit process and following the standardization 
of the chart audit terms. Involvement of the clinicians was 
important to ascertain the accuracy and relevancy of concepts 
found in the domain of multiple chemical sensitivity.
Pragmatic layer of knowledge: usability  
of vocabulary in clinical care
The controlled vocabulary was used by the multidisciplinary 
clinicians to recode three patient profiles. A representative 
sample of charts that was a prototypical representation 
of the patient population was selected by a key member 
(a physician) of the multidisciplinary care team. The three 
patient charts were different from the 100 patient charts used 
to develop the controlled vocabulary.
The clinicians were randomly assigned to coding Group A 
and coding Group B. Each coding group comprised a physi-
cian, nurse, physiotherapist, rehabilitation coordinator, dieti-
cian, and psychologist (or psychotherapist). The clinicians used 
information from the patient charts in the recoding process.
A web-based form containing the terminologies from 
the controlled vocabulary was created to help the   clinicians 
recode the patient profiles. Each terminology in the   web-based 
form had a link to the hierarchical classification of the term 
as it exists in SNOMED CT. This provided an opportunity for 
the clinician to view the parent concepts, the concept ID, and 
synonyms for the clinical terminology in order to determine 
the accuracy of the concepts in SNOMED CT to represent 
the intended clinical concepts of the source terms correctly. 
Through the recoding process, the clinicians had an additional 
opportunity to explore the accuracy of terms in the controlled 
vocabulary. Cohen’s kappa was used to analyze the interrater 
reliability of the coding disciplines, with the same area of 
health focus, such as a psychologist and psychotherapist, for 
the area of psychosocial factors. The kappa score was used 
to determine reliability in the number of terms identified as 
missing terms in the new vocabulary.
evaluation of controlled vocabulary
Clinicians (multidisciplinary clinicians and clinicians in the 
community) then provided feedback on the usefulness of the 
controlled vocabulary in building a common   platform for 
communication. The evaluation format proposed by Toews55 
was used to determine the usefulness of the   controlled 
vocabulary by users and end users of the vocabulary. 
An evaluation questionnaire on a five-point Likert scale 
validated in another study,55 with questions about the scope, 
specificity, structure, and usability of the clinical vocabulary, 
was used to obtain feedback. The evaluation was conducted 
under the categories provided below.
Scope
Is the vocabulary capable of representing all of the concepts 
found in the complete patient record? Does the vocabulary 
have the terms necessary to represent the full range of health? 
Does the vocabulary encompass the terminology used to 
describe the procedures performed by care providers? Does 
the vocabulary use terms that are commonly used by care 
providers?
Specificity
Is the vocabulary specific enough to represent accurately the 
many aspects of health care reality? Is there minimal loss of 
clinical detail when data are encoded in the vocabulary?
Structure
Are the vocabulary hierarchies logical and complete? Does 
the vocabulary contain redundant terms?
Usability
Does the vocabulary meet the needs of a range of end 
users?
Each response category was assigned a numeric value. 
The greatest negative response (strongly disagree) was scored 
as “1” and the highest positive response (strongly agree) 
was scored as “5”. Responses to each item were analyzed as 
the percentage of reviewers who agreed/disagreed (strongly 
or not). The reliability (internal consistency) of the question-
naire was determined using Cronbach’s alpha,56 which is a 
widely accepted reliability measure of internal consistency 
in survey research.
evaluation by multidisciplinary clinicians
Clinicians involved in using the controlled vocabulary in the 
recoding process offered their feedback on the usefulness of 
the new vocabulary.
evaluation of controlled vocabulary  
by clinicians in the community
Clinicians in the community, such as general physicians and 
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these conditions, were approached to obtain their feedback 
on the usefulness of the patient profiles generated using the 
controlled vocabulary. A convenience sample of clinicians 
from the community was recruited through an email invita-
tion to participate that was sent to the department heads 
and managers. The information package sent to participants 
included an overview of the study, the consent form, the 
three patient profiles in the old and new vocabularies, and 
the survey questionnaire. Usefulness was evaluated on the 
basis of the scope, specificity, structure, and usefulness of 
standardization on a five-point Likert scale.
Statistical analysis
The reliability (internal consistency) of the questionnaire 
was determined using Cronbach’s alpha.56 Cohen’s Kappa57 
was calculated to assess agreement between the various 
disciplines. Kendall’s Tau58 was calculated to determine 
agreement among multiple raters.
Results
Syntactic layer of knowledge
A total of 100 patient charts were audited to retrieve key 
concepts and terminologies relevant to the patient profile 
categorization of multiple chemical sensitivity, as shown in 
Table 1. Five hundred and twelve concepts/terminologies in use 
were retrieved in the multidisciplinary areas of health focus, 
including physical, psychosocial, nutrition, rehabilitation, and 
medical. In the top one-third consortium, symptoms in the 
various body systems included blood and gland symptoms 
(fatigue), nervous system symptoms (such as light-headedness, 
cold fingertips, cold extremities and irritability), eye symp-
toms (eye irritation, itchy eyes), and nasal symptoms (sinus 
congestion). Along with symptoms in the body systems, such 
as pain (multiple body systems), nonrestorative sleep (nervous 
system), poor memory   (nervous system), and food sensitivity 
and bloating (stomach and bowel), there is a manifestation 
of other determinants of health such as psychosocial factors 
(nonassertiveness, self-criticism, and overly accommodative) 
that add to the patient profile. In the middle-third grouping, 
there is further evidence of the influence of multidimensional 
health factors in the patient profile characteristics for multiple 
chemical sensitivity. There are additional manifestations of 
stomach and bowel symptoms (reflux, diarrhea, abdominal 
cramps), nervous system symptoms such as depressed mood; 
rehabilitation elements such as the “not working” status, 
work-related onset of illness, and characteristics of home 
environment; sign of diminished physical capacity, such as 
a low step count (measured using a pedometer over a two-
week period) and more psychosocial characteristics, such as 
withdrawal, stifled emotions, and somatization. Psychosocial 
characteristics that have an impact also include childhood 
abuse, seen in 47% of the study sample. Poor balance and 
Table 1 concepts retrieved from the chart audit process
Physical Psychosocial Nutrition
Instances of frequently used clinical terms (.60%)
Fatigue Difficulty coping with illness Food sensitivity
Light-headedness Hypervigilant behavior Abdominal bloating
Light sensitivity Avoidance coping Abdominal pain
Pain Anxiety constipation
Heightened perception of sound Overly accommodating Sinus congestion
Heightened sense of smell Self sacrificing constipation
Sinus congestion Pain Light-headedness
Instances of moderately used clinical terms (30%–60%)
Health problems as a child History of child abuse Abdominal cramps
Musculoskeletal pain Withdrawn Diarrhea
Poor balance Feels angry BMi . 25
Low energy Anxiety Reflux
Instances of infrequentely used clinical terms (,30%)
increasing sensitivity emotional eating iBS
Metallic taste in mouth Obsessive compulsive nausea
Migraine emotional hypersensitivity Obese
Skin symptoms Difficulty coping with pain emotional eating
Throat irritation Paranoid ideation Food allergiesJournal of Multidisciplinary Healthcare 2011:4 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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chest pain add to other clinical features of this illness. Psy-
chosocial characteristics, such as emotional eating along with 
other nutritional symptoms, such as nausea, are prevalent in 
the bottom-third grouping.
Semantic layer of knowledge
Four hundred and twenty-two (82%) of these concepts were 
available in SNOMED CT.
Table 2 shows examples of inconsistent concepts retrieved 
from various areas of health focus and standardized using 
SNOMED CT. The number of concepts in each field were 
356 (medical), 136 (physical), 122 (psychosocial), 118 (reha-
bilitation), and 80 (nutrition). Figure 4 shows an expanded 
view of the controlled vocabulary under the nutrition area of 
health focus. The top level concepts that occur in the nutrition 
profile are shown in this view.
Pragmatic layer of knowledge
Ten of the twelve clinicians participating in the recoding 
process completed their evaluation of the vocabulary using 
a five-point Likert scale that measured the usefulness of the 
vocabulary under an overall category and under subcategories 
of scope, specificity, and structure.
Eighty percent of the multidisciplinary clinicians (experts 
in the domain) agreed on the overall usefulness of the 
controlled vocabulary (Figure 5). The subcategories also 
had an overall high level of agreement, with the question on 
the use of terms familiar to the clinicians under the scope 
category getting the maximum level of agreement from the 
clinicians (90%). Questions under structure and specificity 
brought a level of disagreement from a small percentage of 
the clinicians. Cronbach’s alpha analysis was conducted to 
determine the internal reliability of the survey questionnaire. 
A moderate level of agreement was obtained with an alpha 
score of 0.61 (score interpretation).
evaluation of boundary object by expert 
and nonexpert community-based 
clinicians
Thirty-six clinicians from various disciplines in health care 
participated in the study, comprising six physicians, six 
psychologists, six physiotherapists, six dietitians, and six 
occupational therapists. They reviewed the patient charts 
in the old vocabulary and the new vocabulary. An overall 
agreement on the usefulness of the vocabulary was reached 
among the experts in most categories (Figure 6).
Internal validity of the questionnaire was tested using 
Cronbach’s alpha analysis, and this demonstrated a good level 
of validity, with a value of 0.73 for the 36 raters. The mean 
value for the various disciplines had a better level of validity, 
with Cronbach’s alpha being 0.89 (Table 3).
Kendall’s tau was calculated at 0.5, with a moderate 
level of concordance among the 36 (multiple) raters with 
Controlled vocabulary for  MCS
Subclass
Concept names
Class
Patient profile
Physical profile
Medical profile
Nutrition profile
Rehabilitation profile
Psychosocial profile
Nutrition, metabolic and
developmental
symptoms
Body measurement
finding
Finding of general
stamina
Gastrointestinal
symptoms
Food and drink intake
Figure 4 Sample view of the controlled vocabulary - nutrition profile.
Table 2 Standardization of multidisciplinary clinical vocabulary 
(semantic) using SnOMeD cT
Terminologies in clinical notes 
and areas of health focus
SNOMED CT concepts  
(hierarchy) and concept ID
Fatigue, low energy, very tired, 
extremely tired heavy feeling 
Area of health focus: Medical, 
physical, psychosocial, nutrition
Fatigue (finding) 84229001
Parents: Energy and stamina finding 
general problem AnD/Or 
complaint (finding)
Synonyms: Tiredness, wearness
Light sensitivity, hypersensitivity  
to light, intolerance to light 
Area of health focus: Medical
Light intolerance (finding) 
62481005
Parents: Sensory intolerance
Synonyms: intolerance to light,  
sensitiveness to light 
Fibromyalgia, FM, Myalgia
Area of health focus: Medical
Fibromyositis (disorder) 24693007
Parent: Myositis
Synonyms: Fibromyalgia, Myofascial   
pain syndrome
Poor balance, balance impairment, 
loss of balance, Unsteady
Area of health focus: Physical
Impairment of balance (finding) 
387603000
Parents: Finding of balance
Synonyms: Problem with balance
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Figure 5 response to the survey questionnaire in the multidisciplinary group of 
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a P-value of 0.04. Cohen’s kappa for the dieticians showed 
the   highest level of agreement, with a score of 0.84. 
Cohen’s kappa for agreement across disciplines showed 
low agreement between physicians and dieticians (0.2) 
and a moderate level of agreement between physicians and 
physiotherapists (0.5). Qualitative feedback was obtained 
from the clinicians in the community through open-ended 
questions. Presented in Table 4 are some comments that were 
presented by clinicians from various health disciplines. The 
emerging themes show that clinicians are receptive of this 
move towards bringing consistency and standardization to 
the clinical vocabulary to build a better understanding of 
complex health conditions.
Discussion
In this study, a boundary object in the form of a controlled 
vocabulary was developed, tested, and evaluated in a hetero-
geneous knowledge domain. Research on boundary objects to 
date has predominantly focused on theoretical concepts.22–30 
There is limited exploration of the potential of boundary 
objects in health care.31–36 Furthermore, the challenges of 
developing boundary objects in heterogeneous knowledge 
systems are well recognized.36
The methodology in the study adapted steps outlined in 
the combined works of Helena and Christoph,43 Mai,42 and 
Edman45 related to emerging and heterogenous knowledge 
systems. The premise of the assumption included complex 
and chronic conditions being unstable/dynamic and with 
poorly categorized knowledge systems. The study used 
approaches that allowed exploration of heterogeneity of the 
knowledge (retrospective audit of 100 patient charts and 
feedback of clinicians) in the design and involvement of clini-
cians in the exploration of concepts in SNOMED CT, leading 
to standardization of concepts. This was done to ensure user 
interest in the subsequent use of the new technology.34,59,60 
The study involved testing of the usefulness of the vocabu-
lary in a clinical setting in the form of recoding of patient 
profiles. This step is often a limitation in the studies to date 
where proposed advances in health care were not tested in 
the clinical process, leading to a general level of discontent 
among clinicians.61–63 The study further included the feed-
back of clinicians involved in the patient’s care (domain 
experts) on the usefulness of creating   boundary objects.55 
  Furthermore, the usefulness of the boundary object in 
enhancing understanding of the domain knowledge among 
nonexperts was explored by obtaining feedback from clini-
cians in the community.
The controlled vocabulary was created using SNOMED 
CT as the reference terminology. SNOMED CT was shown 
to capture 82% of the concepts necessary to categorize the 
patient profile in the domain of a complex health condition. 
The excellent availability of concepts is similar to those 
found in other studies.47–52 The scope and extent of coverage 
of the terms in SNOMED CT for multiple chemical sensi-
tivity is of importance, given that the nature of the profile 
characteristics for complex conditions, such as multiple 
chemical sensitivity, go beyond the conventional problem 
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Overall Scope Specificity Usefulness
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Figure 6 response to the survey questionnaire from clinicians in the community (%).
Table 3 cronbach’s alpha by the discipline of care
Discipline of care Cronbach’s alpha
Physicians 0.69
Dietitians 0.84
Occupational therapists 0.6
Physiotherapists 0.77
nurses 0.65
Psychologists 0.41
Table 4 Feedback from clinicians in the community
Discipline of care Feedback
Dietician Standardization is helpful to understand  
conditions like McS; we are commencing  
standardization within our group
Occupational therapist Standardization is helpful
Psychologist Helpful to understand the condition but  
unable to decide about the standardization
Physician Will standardization be restrictive in  
describing the condition, need to see and  
understand more about standardization  
Organization of the information was helpful 
to understand the condition
nurse could understand the condition better
Physiotherapist Unable to fully appreciate the benefits  
of standardizationJournal of Multidisciplinary Healthcare 2011:4 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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list that is well recognized in the medical field.60 The clini-
cal vocabulary includes multifaceted characteristics under 
physical, psychosocial, rehabilitation, and nutrition areas 
of health focus. This study has shown that there can be a 
reasonable expectation for standardizing multidisciplinary 
vocabulary for other complex conditions through the review 
of one complex health condition, ie, multiple chemical sen-
sitivity. However, there were terms and concepts of direct 
relevance and importance to multiple chemical sensitivity 
that could not be found in SNOMED CT. The term “multiple 
chemical sensitivity” itself is not available in SNOMED 
CT. Other terms of relevance to the condition not avail-
able in SNOMED CT included “heightened reactivity to 
the environment”, “increasing sensitivity to chemicals”, 
symptoms related to exposures, such as “shortness of breath 
with exposure”, “dizziness with exposure”, “metallic taste 
in mouth with exposure”, and other terms related to cogni-
tive abilities, such as brain fog and trouble finding the right 
words. Postcoordination64 was applied to such terms in an 
attempt to improve coverage for this condition. For forty-five 
(75%) of the terms with direct relevance to multiple chemical 
sensitivity,   postcoordination was possible with some level of 
complexity, and a few attribute value pairs were required for 
the process. However, these terms were not reviewed by the 
experts for accuracy and completeness in this study.
The boundary object developed in this study has the poten-
tial not only to allow knowledge sharing but also to enable 
knowledge expansion. Using a well recognized terminology, 
such as SNOMED CT, allows multiple expert groups in the 
domain to build knowledge together in a   consistent manner.25 
The usage of this terminology has grown to a great extent in 
recent years as a reference terminology to represent many dis-
ease concepts and is well accepted in the medical community. 
Using this terminology in lesser known   conditions will ensure 
that a clinician from any discipline of care, whether expert or 
nonexpert in the domain of the complex chronic condition, can 
explore the syntactic and semantic aspects of a specific termi-
nology used to categorize the patient. This boundary object 
thus has the potential to grow as clinicians in the community or 
specialized groups use the information in the shared knowledge 
space and contribute their own knowledge to the shared space. 
This can be viewed as a dynamic boundary object.27
Limitations and future work
While the study was overall successful in exploring the 
potential for creating controlled vocabulary as a boundary 
object for a complex health condition, the study used a 
convenience sample approach. Knowledge about multiple 
chemical sensitivity was explored from the perspective of 
one expert group. There is a possibility that other expert 
groups may have additional terms, which may lower the 
expectation for finding multidisciplinary terms in SNOMED 
CT. The postcoordination terms developed in the study were 
not reviewed by the experts for accuracy and complete-
ness. This can be viewed as another important step in the 
methodology for developing standardization for complex 
conditions by improving coverage of terms and concepts 
that are relevant and important to these conditions in 
SNOMED CT.
While the controlled vocabulary received an overall level 
of agreement from the clinicians, it is not known whether 
using the vocabulary will in fact improve communication 
or enhance patient care. However, it must be stated that this 
study conducted an evaluation of the boundary object through 
clinicians using it to recode patient profiles. The methodology 
will be validated by developing a controlled vocabulary as a 
boundary object for chronic pain.
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